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▪ Empowering 

responsible 

behaviour

▪ values, targets, 

rules

▪ Employees are 

trained to make 

sound ethical 

decisions.

Compliance versus Integrity: Why do people 

in organizations follow the rules of the game?

▪ Avoiding 

misconduct

▪ rules, 

instructions, 

controls

▪ Employees are 

trained to 

understand the 

existing control 

system.

Compliance Integrity



Are compliance programs effective?

HSBC fines

Penalty 
Year Penalty in USD Fines for Primary & Secondary Offenses paid by HSBC in the USA and the UK

2011 10.007.000 insurance violation; investor protection violation

2012 2.301.250.000 toxic securities abuses, banking violation, anti-money-laundering deficiencies, economic sanction violation

2013 266.607.400
banking violation, mortgage abuses, wage and hour violation, consumer protection violation, economic 
sanction violation

2014 1.117.500.000
mortgage abuses, interest rate benchmark manipulation, toxic securities abuses, investor protection violation; 
foreign exchange market manipulation, banking violation

2015 825.000 consumer protection violation

2016 649.916.500
mortgage abuses, banking violation, Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, consumer protection violation, wage and 
hour violation, toxic securities abuses

2017 209.618.861 banking violation, False Claims Act and related

2018 893.400.000
fraud, investor protection violation, securities issuance or trading violation, toxic securities abuses, mortgage 
abuses

2019 203.000.000
investor protection violation, tax violations, False Claims Act and related, employment discrimination, banking 
violation, pension plan violation

2020 7.755.000 investor protection violation

2021 79.497.038 insurance violation; anti-money-laundering deficiencies, labour standards violation

Source: Compiled & updated on 19 May 22 using data from: https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/parent/hsbc. Figures in USD

https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/parent/hsbc


Why do people NOT follow the rules?

→ To protect organizations against rule breaking
we need to understand why they break them



Imagine the typical 
white collar criminal



Fundamental 
Attribution Error Moral superiority illusion



Even prisoners are convinced that they are 
morally superior to the average person



Does your 
t-shirt 
influence 
your 
colleagues’ 
morality?

Gino, F., Ayal, S. & Ariely, D. 2009. Contagion and Differentiation in Unethical Behavior. 

The Effect of One Bad Apple on the Barrel. Psychological Science, 20 (3): 393-398



Do you remember 
your adventure in 
the hot air ballon?

Loftus, E. (2003) Our changeable 
memories: Legal and practical 
implications. Nature Review 
Neuroscience 4(3): 231–234.



The myth of the bad apple



What is the pattern that connects? 



Inferno
a book project 
on corporate 
scandals



Dante’s nine circles 
of inferno reloaded. 
Welcome to 
corporate hell!

1. Ideological distortion
2. Bad Bosses
3. Unrealistic Goals
4. Manipulative Language
5. Destructive Incentives
6. Ambiguous Rules
7. Perceived Unfairness
8. Dangerous Groups
9. Slippery Slope



1. Ideological distortion



«We are doing 
God’s work.» 

Jeff Skilling, Enron CEO



Harry Stonecipher, 
Boeing CEO in 2004

“When people say I 
changed the culture of 
Boeing, that was the intent, 
so that it’s run like a 
business rather than a 
great engineering firm. It is 
a great engineering firm, 
but people invest in a 
company because they 
want to make money.”



2. Bad bosses



“This is North Korea minus 
the concentration camps”
DER SPIEGEL, 18.8.2013

Martin 
Winterkorn, 

Volkswagen CEO 
2007-2015



“I don’t care. We can 
change people in and out… 
The company is all that 
matters.” 

Elizabeth Holmes’ answer 
to a head of department 
who warned against the 
24/7 work pace.



"I didn't see you in the lab when 
I went down at midnight last 
night. If you're not willing to do 
the work that's necessary, just 
say the word and you're gone!“

Ramesh Sunny Balwani, former 
COO of Theranos



"I will get the departures one 
way or another, through the 
window or through the door“

Didier Lombard, France Telecom

2007: 34 suicides 

2008-10: 62 suicides 
+ 41 attempts



Lance 
Armstrong 
motivating 

his team

“motherfuckers” 

“worthless shitbags”



3. Unrealistic goals



Building a diesel filter in less than two years that 
reduces emissions by 2/3

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/business/international/vw-diesel-emissions-scandal-explained.html



“It was ridiculous. I’d be on climbs, working as hard as I’d ever worked, 
producing exactly the same power, at the same weight, and right alongside me 
would be these big-assed guys, and they’d be chatting like we were on the 
flats! It was completely crazy.”

Former pro cyclist



“Setting unrealistic deadlines and expectations was not 
due to a mistake in management’s plan. It WAS the plan.” 

Former Theranos manager



Wells Fargo “Gr-eight” cross selling strategy



“The last three months were hell. Even though I was reaching my sales goals, it was not 
enough for them. Every morning I had to sit with my boss and go over the previous day and 
every single customer’s relationship. I had to tell them why I didn’t force them into opening 
that third, fourth, fifth checking account.” 

Former salesperson, Wells Fargo

“It’s literally impossible to “develop” more relationship aka. opening new accounts with 
clients, without “gaming”. That in my opinion is the technical reason why “the gr8 strategy” 
was a formula for disaster from the very beginning.” 

Former manager, Wells Fargo



4. Manipulative language



Let’s play a game!

«Wall Street 
Game»

«Community
Game»

Liberman, V., Samuels, S. M. & Ross, L. 2004. The Name of the Game: Predictive Power of Reputations Versus Situational Labels in Determining Prisoner’s Dilemma Game Moves. PSPB, Vol. 30 No. 9 : 1175-1185



• Aggressive language games

• Morally disengaging language

• Cultish language

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://blog.patentology.com.au/2015/05/what-do-you-do-if-you-have-complaint.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Ferdinand Piech, Volkswagen CEO on stage, 1993



“You have to kill 
the enemy!”

Richard Fuld, 

CEO Lehman Brothers



Training for NEXT 
at France Telecom

"We will make them understand that we are 
at war and that in any war there are 
deaths."

"The trainers explained that we were at war. 
First, we were shown England caught in 
pincers by the Nazis. Then we were shown 
Orange caught in pincers by Free, Bouygues 
and Nokia. «

“[The trainer also mentioned] the use of the 
method of "seppuku management" [= 
harakiri] to make the employee feel guilty in 
order to encourage him to resign”.

Testimonials from managers who took the 
NEXT training



How pro 
cyclists spoke 
about doping

Names for the doping 
practice: 

“sports medicine”, “recovery”, 
“being professional”, “making 
sure you stay healthy”, 
“program”, “preparation”

Names for EPO: 

“Poe”, “Edgar”, “the oil”, 
“Giaca”, “specialty vitamins”, 
“Zumo”, “O.J.”, “juice”, 
“vitamin E”, “therapy”, 
“liquid gold”

“hematocrit holiday”, UCI president Hein Verbruggen 



The change management vocabulary at France Telecom

Verticalisation of HR

PIC (performance individuelle 
comparé)

Progress interviews

Development space

External mobility

Sending someone on a 
mission



"Isn't he amazing? Some people think 
he's the Messiah.“

Rebekah Neumann on her husband Adam Neumann, 
Wework founder

The company as a cult



Predicting scandals by analyzing the language of employees?



5. Destructive incentives



Two side-effects
of incentives



Tunnel vision and unintentional blindness – The Gorilla 
experiment

50% of participants in the experiment did NOT see the Gorilla



Credit Suisse: 
When Incentives
get out of control

Bonus 2009-2020: 37 billion CHF

Stock value since 2008: -80%



One KPI (key performance indicator) at Volkswagen: 
Beating Toyota and becoming number one in the world



Boeing 737max –
A predictable 
crash?

2 KPIs: 
Speed & Cost



Gaussian 
distribution 
curve – the 
most toxic 
instrument ever 
used in Human 
Resources

“Dead wood” Jack Welch



Getting rid 
of the losers

Jeff Skilling, Enron CEO



Ranking and yanking

The HR tool PIC (Individual Comparative 
Performance) at France Telecom

"Every morning, a goal to 
fulfill. A board with our names 
inscribed was placed in the 
middle of the room, to be seen 
by everyone. Depending on 
the objectives achieved, or 
not. The sales made by each 
official of the previous day 
were highlighted. »

Employee, France Telecom

Sales ranking at Wells Fargo

Daily “Motivator” reports in 
which employees at every 
level were ranked against each 
other, with the results 
published daily. Daily meetings 
in which salespeople were 
ranked and had to justify their 
performance.



6. Ambiguous rules



My first ethics workshop for a 
company, 1999



THE GOLDEN CAR
Testing cars for emissions and fuel efficiency in the lab



“Over the years, 
Volkswagen has developed 
a culture of tolerance for 
violations of the rules.”

Hans-Dieter Pötsch, Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board at Volkswagen



You can dope, but 
not too much

Official limit of hematocrit for 
blood controls = 50% 

Natural blood level of 
hematocrit of professional 
cyclists: around 42-43%



7. Perceived unfairness



Lance Armstrong, 7 x Winner of the Tour de France 1999-2005 



Unregulated
Diesel trucks





8. Dangerous groups



Types of 
dangerous 

groups



Being on a 
mission



Being part of a 
revolution

«A lifesaver» 
Hillary Clinton

«A gift from nature» 
Dr. Russel Portenoy, most important pain 
specialist in the USA, the «king of pain»

“We will revolutionize the 
treatment both of chronic 
cancer pain» 
Richard Sackler to his sales team





“Elon puts rockets into 
space, he’s not afraid of 
the Federal Trade 
Commission.” 

Alex Spiro, personal lawyer of Elon Musk



“We were convinced that we were creating opportunities for hundred thousand of 
people. We were doing this amazing thing and changing the world for the better. We felt 
that there was a place for us”. 

“In some places, our local managers only moved with bodyguards. Taxi drivers would 
threaten them and their families. We were fighting to stay alive every day.”

Former Uber top manager



Uber will “break the back of the taxi medallion evil empire”

“The candidate is Uber, and the opponent is an asshole named 
Taxi.” 

Trevor Kalanick



The effects of 
dangerous groups



9. Slippery Slope





Dante’s nine circles 
of inferno reloaded. 
Welcome to 
corporate hell!

1. Ideological distortion
2. Bad Bosses
3. Unrealistic Goals
4. Manipulative Language
5. Destructive Incentives
6. Ambiguous Rules
7. Perceived Unfairness
8. Dangerous Groups
9. Slippery Slope



How do you protect yourself and your organization against 
the Inferno scenario?

Ethics is a muscle that need to be trained

• Leverage your values
• Make ethics an ongoing topic of 

conversations
• Promote a culture of speaking up
• Train leaders to listen
• Motivate colleagues to support each 

other and become upstanders instead
of bystanders

• Integrate ethics in hiring, promoting, 
incentivizing leaders



Please connect on LinkedIn to learn
more about the dark side of the force


